Our Mission

Promote quality of care for the special needs of performing artists.

• Develop educational programs
• Encourage communication between artists and providers
• Foster research into the medical problems of performing artists.

Our Members

Medical Professionals, Artists, Educators, Administrators, Students

In the fields of research, education, and clinical practice.

Members in 28 Countries
PAMA International Symposium
July 7 - 10, 2016 (Thursday - Sunday)
Weill Cornell Medical Center
New York-Presbyterian

Make it! Not Break it! Creating the Resilient Performing Artist and Athlete

Join us in New York for this momentous event combining the fields of performing arts medicine, sports medicine, and medical education to address artists and performers health issues.

Pre-Conference Certificate Course
July 5 - 6, 2016 (Tues. – Wed.)
Weill Cornell Medical Center
New York-Presbyterian

Extend your learning – attend our 2-day pre-conference certificate course geared toward the practicing professional.

artsmed.org
We support the vision and goals of Athletes and the Arts as a valuable resource for performing artists by linking the sport athlete and performing artist communities.

Founding Sponsors

[Logos of Founding Sponsors]
Join Us

Member directory listing
Referral directory listing
Networking functions
Comprehensive bibliography
Subscription to the Medical Problems of Performing Artists (MPPA), a peer reviewed journal
Symposium discounts
Committee opportunities
Grow With Us

We are expanding our reach...
Internationally
Into other performing arts areas including voice, acting, and the visual arts
Expanded regional event offerings